attempted to inform surrogate decisions using distance-based approaches that quantified pairwise 98 species co-occurrence and grouped species by similarities in abundance or function (Cushman et al. 2010, 99 Sutcliffe et al. 2012). The results of these studies were rarely encouraging. Traditional studies had no way 100 networks describing the geographic pattern of co-occurrence among species in decision making for 116 managing and monitoring large communities with variable co-occurrence relationships. 117
In this study, we employ an approach to tackle surrogate selection in dynamic landscapes undergoing 118 successional change. Our goal is to use co-occurrence analysis to find a set of surrogate species that 119 overlap with a target proportion of the species in a particular successional community, and to explore 120 whether community change due to succession changes this surrogate set. We build networks of species 121 co-occurrence representing different successional time periods, then we transform these into "surrogacy 122 networks" that reflect the strength and direction of species co-occurrence during a particular subset of 123 successional time (Lane et al. 2014 , Tulloch et al. 2013 ). Using simple metrics from network theory, we 124 investigate the robustness of co-occurrence relationships over time, and explore how temporal changes in 125 surrogacy networks affect the optimal set of surrogates selected for monitoring and managing 126
How robust is a given set of optimal surrogates (i.e. those identified from a monitoring dataset spanning a 138 particular time period) over time, in terms of its power to inform on an alternative time period? (3) How 139 might a targeted surrogate selection strategy that acknowledges species co-occurrence dynamics and 140 community succession be used to improve the surrogacy power of decisions compared with static 141 surrogate selection? 142
143

Material and Methods
144
Species co-occurrence approach 145 We use the approach of Lane et al. (2014) to calculate species co-occurrence and derive the surrogacy 146 value of a species, sij, which represents the amount of information that surrogate species i provides on 147 target species j. The input is a presence/absence matrix of species (m) by surveys (q). The final output is 148
an m-by-m surrogacy matrix of values sij for each species in the range [0, 1] quantifying the strength of 149 any positive relationship between species i and j. When sij = 0, the presence of species j is not associated 150 with the presence of species i, whereas a value close to 1 means that species i is a good surrogate for 151 species j. The surrogacy value of a species for itself, sii, is 1. 152
To derive the m-by-m surrogacy matrix, we first calculate the odds ratios between each pair of species 153 using the R package sppairs (R Core Team 2014, Westgate and Lane 2015) . Odds ratios provide 154 information on the strength and direction of species co-occurrence relationships, identified as a key 155 knowledge gap in species co-occurrence studies (Bascompte 2010). We use odds ratios rij defined as the 156 odds of the first species (i) occurring when the second (j) does not, divided by the odds of the first species 157 occurring overall. A value of 1 means that the presence of species i and species j are not associated in the 158 set of surveys, while rij < 1 means that the presence of species i is associated with the absence of species j. 159
An odds ratio rij > 1 means that species i is a potential surrogate for species j. Note that unlike 160 correlations, these odds ratios are not symmetrical: rij may be larger or smaller than rji, depending on the 161 relative frequency of occurrence of species i and j (Lane et al. 2014 ). This is a common and important 162 attribute of species interactions and co-occurrence (Araújo et al. 2011). Our second step is to set all 163 negative and insubstantial species co-occurrences (i.e. those with an odds ratio of between 1/3 and 3) to 164 zero (Lane et al. 2014 ). This is a little different to studies that use a measure of statistical rather than 165 biological significance to exclude small effects (Araújo et al. 2011, Gotelli and Ulrich 2010), and we run 166 sensitivity analyses to explore the effect of setting this odds ratio threshold on co-occurrence outcomes 167 (Appendix 2). Finally, we convert each positive odds ratio to a value between 0.5 and 1 using the formula 168 sij = rij /(1+ rij). This allows all values to be standardised and ensures that the optimisation is not 169 dominated by large odds ratios, which may derive from fortuitous co-occurrence of some moderately rare 170 species. To address our objective, we use the set of all species as target species (set T), and all monitored bird 190 species as potential surrogates (set S). The best set of species Z* using surrogacy information is the set 191 that maximises B(Z), the summed surrogacy value of each species, for a given budget (cmax), formally:
For large networks, it is not possible to solve this problem using an exhaustive search (Chadès et al. 2015 , 194 Tulloch et al. 2013 
Subject to the following constraints: 202
Where every variable yi is such that yi = 1 if surrogate species i is selected and yi = 0 otherwise, and where 207 every variable xij is such that xij = 1 if surrogate species i provides some surrogacy information about target 208 species j and xij = 0 otherwise. 209 Constraint (4) represents the need for only one surrogate species to contribute to target species j. This 210 constraint differentiates the problem from a standard complementary reserve design problem and is 211 important because it ensures that high surrogacy for a given target species is not the sum of many species 212 with low surrogacy. Constraint (5) forces contributions of surrogate species i to every target species j to 213 be null if species i is not selected. Constraint (6) represents the budget constraint (i.e. the sum of the cost 214 of each selected surrogate species must be less than a cmax value). Finally, constraint (7) forces yi and xij 215 to take only integer values. Because we are in a maximisation problem, at optimum, the surrogacy 216 information about any given target species j will be systematically maximal over all the possible surrogacy 217
information. 218
This linear programming formulation is important because it is an efficient formulation of the 219 optimisation problem seeking to find complementary sets of species (Tulloch et al. 2013) or actions 220 the surrogacy information gained across the whole species co-occurrence network given a selected set of 225 surrogates. The maximum value for surrogacy power is equal to the total number of candidate species m 226 in each network. We run analyses to see how increasing the budget constraint (here the number of 227 species surrogates selected) changes the composition and the surrogacy power of the selected set. We 228 expect that more species selected will increase the surrogacy power, but that the slope of this 229 relationship likely depends on the data used to derive species co-occurrences. We also expect diminishing 230 returns in surrogacy power with increasing numbers of surrogates selected, due to redundancy (many 231 species provide the same amount of information) and unique individuals (many species provide 232 information only on themselves, and adding unique individuals to the selected set will increase surrogacy 233 power by only a very small amount, 1/m). 234
235
Case study datasets 236 We investigate species co-occurrence in two ecosystems in south-eastern Australia with different 237 histories of land management and different bird species assemblages, monitored using repeated 5-minute 238 point count surveys. We record all birds seen or heard within a 50-m radius of permanent plots along a 239 transect at each site between dawn and mid-morning, and repeat the survey on a second day at a 240 different time using a different observer to control for observer heterogeneity and 'day' effects 241 (Lindenmayer et al. 2009 ). Our survey protocol follows standards that are widely reported in the 242 ecological literature and corrects for false negative detection errors (Tyre et al. 2003) . We pool surveys at 243 each plot within a site to result in one set of species detections per site per season. To find optimal surrogates for each scenario of dynamics, we rerun the integer linear programming 311 problem with the same objective (Eq. 2) using dataset subsets representing the communities at different 312 times outlined above. The set of optimal surrogate solutions achieving 70% surrogacy power for each 313 scenario are compared using Bray-Curtis dissimilarity indices (Bray and Curtis 1957). 314
For each scenario, we calculate the relative survey effort required to elucidate species co-occurrences in 315 the monitoring scenario, and the value of the associated surrogate decision in terms of surrogacy power. 316
As a limited set of surrogates is often desirable to enable easier communication and stakeholder 317 engagement, we explore return-on-investment trade-offs between the number of surrogates selected by 318 a monitoring approach to achieve a given desired surrogacy power across the whole network, in relation 319 to effort expended in gathering the data (see Appendix 3 of Supplementary Material for calculations). We 320 use the trade-off curves to identify a set of Pareto efficient solutions for informing surrogacy decisions. A 321 surrogate set is Pareto efficient if it is impossible to find another surrogate set that performs better 322 according to one objective and as good or better according to the other objective. 323 of species co-occurrences that may be changing into the future, we also investigate the effect of 325 accounting for co-occurrence dynamics when selecting surrogates for management. We compare the 326 surrogacy power of four surrogate selection strategies with objectives of representing 70% of species co-327 occurrences at the time of surrogate selection: (i) Static early decision: 1-5 years after disturbance 328 (Scenario 2b), (ii) Static late decision: 6-11 years after disturbance (Scenario 3), (iii) Static pooled decision: 329 using all data from 1-11 years after disturbance (Scenario 1), and (iv) Updated decision: aggregating the 330 optimal set selected from 1-5 years post-disturbance with the optimal set from 6-11 years post-331 disturbance (a selection that accounts for dynamics). 332
333
Results
334
Species co-occurrence across time
335
Species co-occurrence networks vary depending on the temporal cover of the dataset used (Fig 1,  336 Appendix 1). Capturing only the first 1-5 years (early succession; scenario 2b), or waiting until 6-11 years 337 post-disturbance (late succession; scenario 3 ; Fig 1) , or including data only from one season (Fig S2) , result 338 in different representations of species co-occurrence. In the Southwest Slopes, early successional species 339 co-occurrences are less similar to co-occurrences across all years (i.e. scenario 1; Pearson's product-340 moment correlation coefficient = 0.62) than late successional co-occurrences (Pearson's correlation 341 coefficient = 0.82), with even lower correlation between early and late successional co-occurrence (Table  342 1 , Fig 1a, b) . In the Booderee NP heathland, early successional species co-occurrences are more similar to 343 the co-occurrences across all years than late successional co-occurrences (Table 2) . 344
Species co-occurrence also depends on the sampling approach. For the Southwest Slopes, using only a 345 random half of the surveys to inform surrogate decisions results in lower correlation between species 346 surrogacy matrices compared with all other scenarios of reductions in temporal cover (Table 1) . This 347 contrasts with Booderee NP co-occurrences that are least similar to the all-data matrix when data aresubset using either short-term monitoring (only the first three years; Pearson's correlation coefficient =the first 5 years and the last 6 years of monitoring in the Southwest Slopes, 50% of species (75) 
Optimal surrogates across time
370
In both case studies, waiting to assess surrogacy until 11 years of co-occurrence data are collected 371 (scenario 1, encompassing both early-and late-successional communities) means that 51% of the 372 surrogacy power to capture all species co-occurrences across time could be achieved by selecting a single 373 set of surrogates also changes over time (Fig 2) . The proportion of overlap between the top surrogate 379 species selected to represent 70% of the bird co-occurrence from each scenario is low, ranging from zero 380 to 57% in the Southwest Slopes depending on the length of time over which birds are monitored (average 381 dissimilarity 87%; Fig 2a,b) , and from zero to 57% in the Booderee NP heathland recovering after fire 382 (average dissimilarity 80% ; Fig 2c,d ; see also Supplementary Material Tables S3 and S4) . 383
Surrogates chosen by the all-data scenario consistently outperform surrogates chosen from all scenarios 384 with reduced temporal coverage of data, if the objective is to find the best set of surrogates for all species 385 across all monitoring time (Fig S7) . Relative to the surrogates selected by the all-data scenario, the 386 scenarios that require the most surrogates to achieve equal surrogacy power to the best set across all 387 time are random monitoring and monitoring only the first three years (the short-term monitoring 388 scenario; Fig 2 and S7) . 389
Trading off the number of selected surrogate species (i.e. the surrogate budget) against the effort and 390 time expended on collecting bird survey data results in a Pareto-optimal frontier whose shape depends on 391 the case study and the desired surrogacy power of the selected set (Fig 3) . In general, increasing survey 392 effort leads to selecting a smaller set of surrogates that on average provide higher surrogacy power. 393
However, high monitoring effort (in terms of the number of surveys collected to inform surrogacy 394 decisions) does not always minimise the number of surrogates selected for a desired surrogacy power (Fig  395   3) . Furthermore, increasing the desired level of surrogacy power across the whole network increases the 396 number of surrogates required to achieve that objective. For example, in Booderee NP, despite low 397 overlap in the composition of the best surrogate set for achieving 70% surrogacy (Fig 2c,d) , doubling the 398 surrogate set selected from early succession (from 6 to 12 surrogates) results in the ability to achieve a 399 similar surrogacy power (70% of the entire bird network represented) to that of the all-data scenario (Fig  400   S7) . 401
Because the best surrogate sets selected in each scenario may represent only co-occurrences during that 402 particular time period, we compare these static approaches to surrogate selection to a scenario that 403 updates surrogates over time. While it is possible to identify an optimal set of surrogates that represent 404 70% of observed co-occurrences using static approaches of either evaluating co-occurrences 1-5 years 405 (early succession), 6-11 years (late succession), or 1-11 years (early-and late-succession) post-406 disturbance, each of these surrogate sets has poorer surrogacy power at a different time (Fig 4) . For 407 example, the optimal surrogate set for achieving 70% surrogacy power in Booderee NP during the first 5 408 years post-disturbance has considerably lower surrogacy power (51%) over the last 5 years (Fig 4b) . 409
Because there is no overlap in the early and late-successional optimal surrogate sets in either case study 410 (Fig 2b,d) , we find that the best approach for informing surrogate sets with high surrogacy power in both 411 case studies is to use the updating strategy (Fig 4) . This achieves higher surrogacy power (representing up 412 to 90% of species co-occurrence in Booderee NP and 88% in the Southwest Slopes) than the static 413 where and when to monitor species, and for ensuring that from a conservation perspective, the right 421 places are protected and managed at any given time. This information becomes more important when we 422 have neither the resources nor the time to learn about the whole system, and must instead rely on 423 surrogates that provide a partial picture of the community. Despite a clear need to understand temporal 424 variability in species' co-occurrence affects decisions for selecting optimal surrogates. We present the first 426 investigation of the effect of temporal dynamics in species co-occurrences on choosing optimal species 427 surrogates. Importantly, we find that the optimal set of complementary surrogates changes over time in 428 successional landscapes. 429
Conservation budgets are limited, so managers might be tempted to inform surrogate decisions using 430 data collected over a short timeframe, with the assumption that the species selected as surrogates for 431 monitoring or managing would remain representative of other species over time. Our results show that 432 this could be a dangerous strategy in a dynamic landscape. This is because the best set of surrogates is a 433 trade-off between how much data one can afford to collect, how much of the temporal variability in the 434 system one wants captured by the surrogates (e.g. what part(s) of the succession we wish to represent), 435 and the desired degree of surrogacy power (Fig 4) . We describe these trade-offs for both of our study 436 locations using Pareto frontiers, and identify the number of surrogates required to achieve a desired 437 surrogacy power over a given time period post-disturbance (Fig 3) . Short-term early-successional 438 monitoring strategies require many more surrogates to achieve the equivalent surrogacy power of a few 439 high-power surrogates selected from long-term monitoring data (Fig 2 and 3) . Aiming for higher surrogacy 440 power to better represent all species in the network comes at a cost of either an increase in survey effort 441 over time, or an increase in the number of surrogates selected. Accepting more surrogates for selection 442 results in an exponential decline in survey effort required to inform this decision in the Southwest Slopes 443 plantings (Fig 3a) , and a decline in survey effort in the Booderee NP heathland that changes from non-444 linear to linear with increasing desired surrogacy power (Fig 3b) . Some monitoring strategies (e.g. 445
'random' and 1-in-2 year sampling) are suboptimal for finding high-power surrogates compared with 446 strategies of similar cost using continuous data (Fig 3) . This is an important result for organisations 447 attempting to assess and select surrogates using citizen science data, as it suggests that medium-term 448 monitoring (between 5 and 9 consecutive years post-disturbance in our study) is more effective for 449 selecting surrogates with high power across time than sporadic or short-term sampling. 450 is no overlap in the composition of optimal surrogate sets from different time periods (Fig 2) . For 456 example, surrogate species selected in the Southwest Slopes (Fig 4a) and in Booderee NP (Fig 4b) to 457 represent species occurrences in the last half of the monitoring years do not overlap with species selected 458 during the first five years. The early-successional surrogates are efficient for representing the bird 459 community immediately post-disturbance, but in the case of Booderee NP, 19% less efficient for 460 representing bird community recovery in the second 5 years than surrogates selected specifically from the 461 late-successional dataset. This means that the best set of surrogates are not only dependent on the 462 system (i.e. location and ecosystem type), but also depend on the successional state of the system 463 (Possingham 1997), i.e. the set of unique biotic and abiotic conditions at a particular point during recovery 464 from disturbance (here fire or restoration). 465
Updating the best surrogate set to acknowledge dynamics in species co-occurrence improves surrogacy 466 power compared with static surrogate selection. For instance, in the Booderee NP heathland, the 467 surrogacy power of the updated surrogate set is 7% higher than the 1-5 year selection, 3% higher than the 468 6-11 year selection, and 20% higher than a static selection of surrogates using data pooled over time (Fig  469   4b) . We observe step-wise changes in the best surrogate sets that appear to be stabilising 9 years post-470 fire in Booderee NP (Fig 2c) , but show less evidence of stabilising in the Southwest Slopes (Fig 2a) . This 471 suggests that the dynamics of each system operates on a different timescale. In the Booderee NP 472 heathland, this is most likely because the bird dynamics are successional until reaching a relatively stable 473 state (fire is a regular occurrence). The system in the first 3 to 6 years post-fire provides high nectar and 474 pollen resources due to the flowering of fire-dependent shrub species, leading to the need for pollinator 475 surrogates such as the Little Wattlebird and White-cheeked Honeyeater. After vegetation cover has had 476
Our results support previous findings that a relatively small set of complementary species can provide 492 information about most of the species co-occurrence network at a point in time (Tulloch et al. 2013 ). We 493 find quickly diminishing returns for surrogate sets of more than six species (which provide information on 494 more than 80% of the network when all data are used in prioritisation), with many species providing 495 occurrence information only on themselves. Complementarity is a concept that has received much 496 Finding the best complementary sets is a challenging optimisation problem due to the exponentially 498 increasing decision space for large datasets of co-occurrences (Chadès et al. 2015) . We test our new 499 formulation using two case studies of long-term bird monitoring in Australian ecosystems that allow a 500 range of scenarios of temporal representativeness to be explored. We focus on the surrogacy value of a 501 species (i.e. a network node) for the occurrence of every other species within a successional community. 502
Unlike other studies, we do not attempt to infer biotic interactions from our co-occurrence matrices 503 (Morales-Castilla et al. 2015). Recently, a probabilistic framework was proposed for building interaction 504 networks from co-occurrence (Cazelles et al. 2015) , which relies on gathering data on species interactions 505 as well as co-occurrence to build conditional probabilities of biotic interactions (data that were not 506 available in this study). Despite its large data requirements, linking biotic interactions to networks of 507 species co-occurrence remains an important area of future work. However, because of the way our 508 problem is formulated and the way that odds ratios are calculated, we are able to exclude biotic 509 interactions such as competition from our networks, and our maximization algorithm attempts to find 510 values where the interaction strength for species A with B is high (thereby potentially focusing mainly on 511 mutualistic or commensal relationships (Morales-Castilla et al. 2015)). Our formulation is generalizable 512 across species and systems, and can be used to deal with small or large networks in other contexts, for 513 example in finding the optimal set of sites to manage across a network of patches, selecting key nodes to 514 manage within food webs, and discovering keystone species (Berlow et al. 2009 , Chadès et al. 2015 . 515
Several assumptions are made in this study for the purposes of clarifying the role of data availability in 516 surrogacy decisions and demonstrating the method. First, we assume equal monitoring costs across 517 species -a necessary simplification to allow us to compare the value of different kinds of surrogacy 518 information. Our method allows for the true costs of gathering data using different protocols or 519 equipment to be used as inputs (Gardner et al. 2008 ). We do not account for differing species 520 detectability as our monitoring protocols are set up to deal with detectability issues through standardised 521 repeated sampling that minimises the risk of imperfect detection issues (Lindenmayer et al. 2009 ). Studies 522 applying our methods that wish to account for detectability can explore the sensitivity of optimal 523 surrogate sets by incorporating species detectability as a weighting factor into our benefit function 524 (equation 1) (Tulloch et al. 2011 , Tulloch et al. 2013 ). Our odds ratio measure of species co-occurrence 525 based on binary presence-absence matrices of detections is one of many approaches to derive species co-526 occurrence; some of which rely on knowledge that more abundant species are more likely to co-occur 527 We should note that, like many other co-occurrence measures, our use of an odds ratio threshold to 531 indicate 'strong' positive co-occurrences is vulnerable to Type I errors -assuming a meaningful 532 association is occurring when it is not (Gotelli and Ulrich 2010). Because our optimisation formulation 533 accommodates any alternative measure that provides a relationship between surrogates and targets, we 534 explore the impact of Type I errors on the outcomes of our surrogacy optimisation in sensitivity analyses 535 (Appendix 2.3). These analyses show that the composition of the optimal surrogate set is dependent on 536 how co-occurrence is measured, and associated with this, the willingness of the decision-maker to accept 537 Type I errors brought about by the inclusion of random co-occurrences in the input matrix. Importantly, 538 however, our findings of change in surrogate sets over time are robust to the approach used to derive co-539 occurrence, strengthening our conclusions that the optimal surrogate set depends on the successional 540 state of the landscape. 541
Our results demonstrate that surrogacy decisions are state-dependent and that biodiversity surrogate 542 information should be updated over time. Careful consideration of time-frames, goals and desired 543 conservation outcomes is needed when selecting surrogates in dynamic landscapes. Reducing the amount 544 of data available to inform surrogacy decisions often decreases the efficiency of the selected surrogacy 545 set. Despite this, decisions must be made, typically without long-term monitoring datasets (Martin et al. 546 2012). Our study suggests that at least in the successional systems we studied, short-to medium-term 547 annual monitoring of more species provides the same information on species co-occurrence as longer-548 term monitoring with fewer surrogates. Surrogate choices that fail to acknowledge dynamics in species 549 co-occurrence could lead to changes in species assemblages being missed due to surrogates being chosen 550 that are not representative of the whole system. Our results suggest that managers have three choices for 551 selecting surrogates in dynamic landscapes. These are: (1) use short-term monitoring immediately post-552 disturbance to select a larger number of static less-informative surrogates that are highly representative 553 of early successional co-occurrences but may not be robust over time; (2) use long-term monitoring 554 across early-and late-succession to select a smaller number of static highly informative surrogates that 555 minimise management effort but poorly represent some short-term co-occurrences, or (3) develop 556 adaptive surrogate selection frameworks with high short-term and long-term surrogacy power that 557 update surrogate sets by accounting for successional dynamics in species co-occurrence. Considering 558 temporal dynamics in species co-occurrence will ensure that the best set of complementary surrogates is 559 selected to represent responses in species networks to management. post-disturbance co-occurrences (monitoring species 1-5yrs after disturbance), and maintaining this 718 surrogate set over the next 5 years. The second strategy represents waiting to select the optimal 719 surrogates representing 70% of pooled co-occurrence across all time until 11 years of monitoring data are 720 available. The third strategy represents choosing a static set of optimal surrogates representing 70% of 721 late post-disturbance co-occurrences (using data collected 6-11 years post-disturbance and in ignorance 722 of early co-occurrences). The final updated strategy chooses the optimal surrogates with 70% surrogacy 723 power over the first 5 years then adds to this list the optimal surrogates with 70% surrogacy power over 724 the next 5 years. By accounting for dynamic co-occurrence, this strategy always outperforms the other 725 strategies in short-term and long-term surrogacy power (best-performing surrogate set across early, late 726 and all time highlighted in bold). 727
